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E-Defence against
Cyber Crime
THOMAS TALLEUR, Forensic and Litigation
Services, KPMG LLP highlights the risks of
exploitation and computer crime in
organisations and shows the need for a
defence plan to create equilibrium between
business interests and privacy interests of
employees and customers
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nologies as enablers of its activities.
No longer incidental to the work
ings of an organisation, technology
is integral to business today. At the
same time, however, the very 'digi
tal nervous system,' as Bill Gates terms it. that enables and
improves our lives at work and at home also creates enormous
new risks, many of which organisations may not perceive or have
not yet considered.
The complexity ot modern enterprises, their reliance on tech
nology, and the heightened inter-connectivity among organisa
tions that is both a result and a driver of e-business—these arc
rapidly evolving developments that create widespread opportuni
ties for theft, fraud, and other forms of exploitation by offenders
both outside and inside an organisation. With the spread of e-busi
ness, internal and external perpetrators can exploit traditional vul
nerabilities in seconds. They can also take advantage of new weak
nesses—in the software and hardware architectures that now form
the backbone of most organisations. In a networked environment,
such crimes can be committed on a global basis from almost any
location in the world, .\nd they can significantly affect an organi
sation's overall wellbeing.
As businesses grow and partner, systems become increasingly
sophisticated and less dependent on human intervention.
Monitoring individual behaviour becomes more difficult (though
certainly more important): and vulnerability to electronic crime
grows, as organisations are increasingly connected to. and reliant
on. individuals and systems they do not directly control. And
while most organisations are alert to the risks posed by. tor exam

ple, the recent T Love You' virus, many remain unaware ot the
extent to which they can be harmed by a wide variety of e-crime
activity that may originate with their own employees or partners.
As organisations develop and refine their e-business strategies.
they need to consider the issues that influence the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of their data. In this context, they need
to know how they can be affected by the new risks ot e-crime—
and how inadequate preparation could leave them open to an
attack that could easily diminish the value of their businesses.
The Current Environment: Understanding the New Risks
Increasingly, organisations are incorporating technologies into
their infrastructures without understanding how such tools can be
exploited and used against them—at a heavy price. Attackers can
divert financial assets, shut down communications among
employees or business partners, steal intellectual property, damage
an organisation's reputation, or bring e-commerce to a halt.
Computers can be used as weapons to commit crimes, as storage
devices to harbour evidence of crimes, and they can even be the
objects or victims of crimes.
As organisations increasingly integrate their systems with those
ot their vendors, suppliers, customers, anil others, the risks they
face multiply. The shift toward 'self-service' systems within and
among organisations—capabilities that offer enormous opportuni-
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R E C O G N I S I N G Y O U R AT TA C K E R
Popular misperceptions often attribute network attacks to mis
chievous teenagers or social misfits.These individuals, however, rep
resent a small number in the diverse group of criminals who per
petrate e-crimes both inside and outside organisations.These crim
inals may commission e-crimes for their own objectives or make
their skills and services available for hire.
External intruders include:
• Sophisticated 'crackers' who—working alone or with trusted
associates and sometimes for hire—develop and use technolo
gy-based tools that facilitate illegal entry into a victim's network
system or other technologies. Once they have achieved their
objectives, they distribute their tools anonymously, via the
Internet, to mask their association with either the tools or the
exploitation of the victim.
• 'Cookbook' crackers who lack the knowledge, skills, and abilities
to create and use sophisticated intrusion tools but who seek out
such tools to launch attacks.
Internal attackers can include dissatisfied current employees
working alone or with other insiders or perhaps with disgruntled
ex-employees. Some experts believe that organisations face a
greater risk from the fraudulent acts of their own employees (or
former employees with knowledge of their systems) as they do
from external threats. Contractors or employees of suppliers or
vendors who exceed their authorised use of an organisation's sys
tems also pose a considerable threat.
Attackers Share Motivations
No matter who perpetrates it, a deliberate cyber attack can:
• destroy an asset (in which case, it retains no value);
• corrupt an asset (reducing its value);
• deny access to an asset (which still exists, but is unattainable);
or
• result in the theft of an asset (which retains inherent value, but
changes ownership).

ties for cost-savings and other efficiencies in. for example, human
resources, inventory, or billing—also make their host organisa
tions increasingly vulnerable.
Along with Internet use (projected to encompass 502 million
users world-wide by 2003), the crime problem is exploding: 'a
recent survey of Fortune 500 companies by the FBI and the
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designed to be secure from exploitation. Although the character
istic strengths of the Internet served its initial purpose well, those
same strengths embody features that are exploitable.
Apart from inherent technological weaknesses is the lack of ecrime awareness among many organisations. Many do not realise
that the same technological advancements that have enabled busi
ness growth and innovation are also available to facilitate criminal
activity, In addition, organisations may not yet understand that
protecting assets in the virtual world is a more complex and exact
ing endeavour than protecting assets in the physical world.
Creed, malevolence, revenge, or the misguided intellectual
challenge of creating havoc within large systems can motivate
both outsiders and insiders. External attacks involve outside
offenders breaking into a victim's network either to take some
thing ot value or for the purpose ot 'trojanising' the network.
(Named for the Trojan Horse, this crime is that of compromising
network security measures and modifying security tracking mech
anisms or legitimate programs to permit future unmonitored
access. The perpetrator's purpose is to gain complete control of a
victim's system so as to be able to execute unauthorised functions
unknown to the owner or host of the system.)
Internal attacks are perpetrated by employees or trusted associ
ates who exceed their authorised access to the organisation's sys
tems and facilities.
Denial-of-service attacks (including those of offenders who
launch viruses) can be perpetrated internally or externally to dis
able network and e-commerce services. A number of high profile
attackers have been successful recently in their assaults on popular
e-commerce firms including Yahoo. Amazon, and eBay. These
attacks use the large-scale communications bandwidth of an inter
mediary—such as the large mainframes of source providers—to
overwhelm their victims' systems with meaningless service
requests, thereby degrading or denying legitimate users any ser
vice.
How Organisations Become Victims
Intruders 'case' their targets just as other criminals do. They use
publicly available information about the technical vulnerabilities
ot network systems coupled with inside information gathered
from unwitting persons to develop attack methods. Both external
and internal intruders look for easy-to-exploit weaknesses in their

responding to the survey, 62 percent reported computer security
breaches within the last year. These numbers, however, do not

targeted systems or facilities to gain illegal access to them.
However, not all attacks begin in cyberspace. Indeed, the phys
ical security of systems and facilities is vital to a proper cyber
defence program. (In fact, a fire in an ill-designed facility is as
effective, it not more so, in shutting a facility down than, for

entirely capture the nature or potential extent of the problem, as
described by U.S. I )eputy Attorney General Eric Holder:
'How big is the computer and high-tech crime problem? We

example, a dcnial-ot-service attack.) Organisations must ensure
that their physical security systems appropriately control and mon
itor the comings and goings at their facilities, to prevent, for

simply don't know. We do know that computer crime costs
industry and society billions of dollars even' year. There is sub
stantial evidence computer crime is increasing in scope and in

example, an attacker posing as a vendor or service provider from
installing unauthorised software on a server to facilitate a subse
quent intrusion. With the help of specifically trained profession
als, organisations can take steps to protect against such vulnerabil
ities.

Computer Security Institute found financial losses from comput
er crime exceeding $360 million from '97 to '99. Of those

complexity. And we know that, left unchallenged, computer
crime will stifle the expansion of electronic commerce and.
potentially, pose a serious threat to public health and safety, par
ticularly when we look at the vulnerability of critical infrastruc
tures, such as the air traffic control system, the power grid, and
national defense systems—all of which are totally dependent on
computer networks.'
Such attacks are possible in part because the Internet and its
related suite of communication protocols were designed (30 years
ago) to facilitate a ubiquitous information-sharing and messaging
infrastructure. Intended to provide continuity of communications
services under wartime conditions, these protocols were never

Partnering Also Creates Vulnerabilities
Businesses often outsource desktop and other Internet-based
network support services. Most are also developing e-business
alliances and other partnerships with customers, suppliers, and
employees—relationships that are essential to e-business.
Improperly managed and controlled, however, these new rela
tionships can be as problematic as they are beneficial because by
their very nature they entrust partial and sometimes complete
control of the enterprise's information assets to an outside party.
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Because organisations are providing greater access to their
systems to both people and systems outside their direct control,
they must integrate a cyber defence that encompasses all points
of inter-connectedness, from the inside out. If they fail to do so,
they may leave themselves vulnerable to attacks
Dealing with the Consequences
Direct loss ot assets is just one consequence of e-crime.
Whether the attack comes from inside or outside the organisation,
victims often suffer from negative publicity, which can harm the
organisation's brand and reputation, erode relationships with cus
tomers and other stakeholders, and eat into potential revenue.
This ever-present array of threats underscores the growing need
for organisations to develop a cyber defence program that weaves
preventive measures into the fabric of e-business operations.
Along with a strong emphasis on prevention, a cyber defence pro
gram must also focus on detection—in the form of a sound foren
sic incident response process. Such a process establishes policies
and procedures for departmental and individual behaviour and

solutions in a disjointed fashion. They may rely on limited or
'one-size-fits-air strategies such as a particular brand of firewall or
a specific means of controlling users or modem deployment. They
may favour hardware and software solutions from particular ven
dors, or take the advice of vendors with whom they have an
established relationship in one arena but who may not be quali
fied to help them with the highly technical specifics of e-crime
preparedness.
In the face of escalating e-crime risks, organisations need to
avoid one-dimensional, under-informed behaviour and instead
develop a holistic strategy to cyber defence.
A Good Offence Is the Best Defence

encompasses plans for ongoing communication with employees
and other stakeholders, analysts, and the press.
Such an incident response process cannot be geared simply to
the occasional emergency. Organisations repel numerous attacks
each day. Such assaults are part of doing business in an inter-con
nected world, and not every one should be treated as a crisis.
Leaders must be judicious in determining how to respond to var
ious attacks. They need to remember that attempted 'hacks' are as

Approaches to enterprise-wide cyber defence ideally include
integrated, holistic strategies, established in the form of philoso
phies, policies, procedures, and practices, and implemented
through defined action plans. Such strategies should encompass
technical, legal, business strategy, and other elements, and they
should be implemented in a way that considers employees, cus
tomers, suppliers, third-party relationships, and other key stake
holders. Thus, rather than a 'wrap-around' capability encompass

illegal as successful ones, and their perpetrators can be charged
with attempted crimes. In emergency situations, the critical issueis to preserve the forensic evidence that will assist in identifying,

ing systems and processes, a strong cyber defence is an integral part
ot those systems and processes.
Such a system offers innumerable benefits both in helping to
deter attacks and in diminishing the effects ot an intrusion should
one occur. Properly implemented and communicated, an enter

apprehending, and prosecuting the perpetrator(s), as discuss in the
next section.
Taking Action to Protect Your Business
E-business security is .\n ongoing, comprehensive process of
adding, removing, and managing layers of actions based upon
holistic risk management strategies. In military ami other organi
sations, this concept is now referred to as 'defence in depth," a
popular moniker that does not capture sufficiently the concept of
a 'from-the-inside-out' cyber defence.
Because organisations are providing greater access to their sys
tems to both people and systems outside their direct control, they
must integrate a cyber defence that encompasses all points of
inter-connectedness, from the inside out. If they fail to do so, they
may leave themselves vulnerable to attacks via. for example, a
trusted supplier. Automotive and electronics manufacturers,
among others, commonly use inventory management systems that
make information available to vendors, who then automatically
replenish inventory supplies in accordance with established ser
vice-level agreements. These systems offer organisations untold
benefits—and also pose innumerable risks. Should mi attacker gain
access to such a system and alter a manufacturer's request for parts
in a manner that appears authentic to the vendor, an assembly line
can grind to a halt. A cyber defence system must be designed to
protect against these ami other problems ot inter-connectedness.
Many organisations, however, have not adapted their security
strategies to the inter-connectedness of the electronic world; con
sequently, they tend to think about security and risk management

prise-wide cyber defence system can help the organisation prevent
liability on behalf of client management, avert potential lawsuits
or regulatory action, recover lost revenue, and maintain or restore
its reputation and integrity. Preparedness can thus become a
strategic advantage in a business environment increasingly depen
dent on the security and reliability of computer networks.
In creating an e-crime defence, organisational leaders should
first consider carefully what they have to lose. New-economy
business assets encompass a wide variety of intangibles that can be
removed with ease in a virtual setting. To understand the impli
cations of potential losses—and to be able to defend against
them—organisational leaders must learn to define 'assets' in the
widest possible way.

S T R AT E G I E S F O R L E A D I N G O R G A N I S AT I O N S
• Establish clear, focused, integrated security policies
• Provide appropriate awareness and technical training
• Hire capable, trained workers and support them in establishing
and maintaining an integrated response to attacks
1 Instil awareness of electronic threats and risks throughout the
organisation
'Actively pursue the perpetrators of e-crimes against the organ
isation to the fullest extent of the law
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Once organisations know what they need to protect, they need
to develop a strategy for implementing an enterprise-wide cyber
crime defence. Such a strategy must encompass response proce
dures and standards that are integrated into day-to-day business
operations. Cyber defence plans should strike a balance between
the demands of accountability of business interests and the priva
cy interests of employees and customers. The concepts of open
ness versus security should also be considered in the context of a
global electronic environment.
Leaders must redesign their business processes to accommodate
and facilitate a cyber-crime defence. They must also ensure that
they have configured the technical architecture of their systems in
a manner than complies with and supports the cyber defence
architecture. In addition, leaders must communicate the purpose
and value of their cyber defence and assign specific roles and
responsibilities for carrying it out. Such a defence plan will
encompass:
• Enterprise-wide planning
• Enterprise-wide Policy Development and Implementation
• Training programs
When the Worst Happens: Avoiding Further Damage
When an exploitation occurs, failure to respond or investigate
may expose directors, management and shareholders to legal and
operational risks. Yet, experience shows that many organisations,
their employees, lawyers, and technical advisers have little or no
understanding or experience in dealing with threatening cyber
events. They often unintentionally underestimate the intrusion
and then fail to take actions that would deter further losses. In
other cases, they inadvertently destroy the digital evidence need
ed to support prosecution, civil litigation, or to provide a basis for
administrative action.
Businesses can lose assets in nanoseconds through electronic
crimes. When there is reason to believe that a crime has occurred,
businesses must react instantly and follow established forensic inci
dent response plans to minimise further losses, assess monetary and
programmatic damages, affix responsibility, and try to recoup loss
es. The response should include efforts to minimise the civil expo
sure of the organisation. To implement such a plan, however,
demands an integrated response to the range of legal, technical,
programmatic, business, operational, and other issues that are
affected by e-crime.
Response Personnel Must Have Specific Skills
Cyber investigators must have extensive hands-on experience
with and knowledge ot computer networks, programs, operating
systems, and monitoring tools and practices. Moreover, they must
be trained and experienced in the art of the collecting, examining,
analysing, and reporting digital findings via a painstaking forensic
process to render the evidence admissible in court. Beyond their
network and forensics capabilities, investigators must also be skil
ful at interviewing, knowledgeable about legal issues in various
world-wide jurisdictions, and aware of personnel law. They
should also be able to act as expert witnesses and handle the
media, should the investigation require it.
Looking Ahead: Emerging Rjsks in a Changing Business World
With the passing of the immediate threat posed by Y2K. the
public and private sectors have begun to focus on cyber network
defence. The\r perceive that as technology changes, risks will also
change. New technologies will pose new risks and demand newresponses to those risks.
In the future, for example, new technologies such as holo

graphic memory, nanotechnology, new communications proto
cols, and other technologies will be introduced and embedded
into new core products that organisations will use to facilitate pro
ductivity in their infrastructures. Detecting exploitations ot these
technologies will remain outside the core mission of many organ
isations—but will require the heightened focus ot all organisa
tions. Issues related to the protection and storing ot intellectual
property developed in a network environment will also create
concerns, and cyber protection methodologies will be paramount
in this context.
As the technology continues to change, organisations must takesteps to understand the related risks that will evolve with technol
ogy. They must understand how they might be affected by those
risks and ensure that their cyber defence processes and controls are
continually updated to meet evolving needs.
Conclusion
The explosive growth of Internet-based open networks paves
the way for instantaneous and devastating trans-national electron
ic crimes that can deny victims the ability to operate their busi
nesses or control their assets. These exploitations will multiply as
technologies change, as new technologies are introduced, and as
intruders' methods inevitably become more sophisticated.
As a result, organisational leaders must take specific steps to
defend their assets against electronic crimes with a comprehensive
program of training and cyber defence preparedness. Properly
implemented, a holistic program for mitigating the risks of ecrime exploitation can also become a strategic advantage in a
world increasingly dependent on the security and reliability of
communications networks. ■
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